
•Put your Best Foot Forward (stepping on something, stepping in something, 
weird contortions, feet being used in a different way)

•Holding On (holding something weird, cherishing something)
•Food for Thought (your favorite food)
•Reflections/Distortions (reflections of yourself on/in something other than 

a mirror)
•Portrait Without a Face (How can you communicate a little about yourself 

without including your face in the portrait? Habits, body language, etc.)
•Going to Extremes (drawn/painted from an extreme point of view...above, 

below, foreshortened)
•Broken (take something apart and draw/paint it)
•Clothing as a Self Portrait (how can your clothing show a little about your 

personality, hobbies, interests, etc.?)
• Face It (portrait of you or a friend from an interesting angle/pose)
•Tools of the Trade (the required materials for doing something you love...art 

materials, sports equipment, etc.)
•Overlooked (a person, place, or object that is really cool, but that someone 

else might not notice)
•Tough as Steel, Fragile as Glass (choose to illustrate an object that is either 

made of metal or glass in an interesting composition) 

TIPS
•Strong Compositions (don’t just isolate one thing in the middle).
•Technically strong pieces (precision/accuracy, contrast, confidence in use of 

material, interesting point of view)
•Think carefully about how you fill the entire space.
•Consider how you can make these prompts fun and personal.  
•Choose a material you feel comfortable using (any 2D material is acceptable).
•These should be mostly observational (realistic...drawn from life or a REALLY 

good photograph that YOU take).
•Try not to work larger than 18”x24”.  (If you really want to work larger, do it, 

but you won’t be able to send that piece as one of your five quality pieces.)

BREADTH PIECES
You can choose the order in which you complete these pieces.  At least SIX of your 
Breadth pieces must be inspired by prompts from this list, and completed by the 

assigned dates.  The other six pieces may be fulfilled by using artwork completed in your 
Art 3 or Art 4 classes, or be inspired by the list below.  


